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Abstract
Order n de Bruijn sequences are the period 2n binary sequences produced by an n stage
feedback shift register. Additional information is given on the weight class distribution for the
order n= 7 generator functions. c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The order n de Bruijn sequences are the 22
n−1−n period 2n binary sequences in
which every binary n-tuple occurs exactly once. The de Bruijn sequences can be al-
gebraically constructed by n-stage nonlinear feedback shift registers. The de Bruijn
sequences can be categorized by the Hamming weight of the truth tables of the gen-
erating functions [1]. The weight classes of the generators are known but the number
of de Bruijn sequences in each weight class remains an unsolved problem. The weight
class distribution for order 7 is updated [3].
2. Weight classes and ratios
Let C(k; r) denote the binomial coe=cient k given r. Each order n weight class w
has C(2n−1−2; w−2) truth table candidates. Collectively for an order n ≥ 7, the ratio
of truth table candidates to be Bruijn sequences is 2n−3. Individually by weight class
w within an order n, this 2n−3 ratio is closely approximated only at the middle weights
2n−2−1, 2n−2+1, and 2n−2+3. The candidate to sequence ratio is signiBcantly higher
than 2n−3 at the minimum weight Z(n)−1 and the maximum weight 2n−1−Z∗(n)+1.
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Table 1
Weight class distribution for order 7 de Bruijn sequences
Weight class Number of sequences
19 91125∗ 226
21–47 Not yet determined
49 52240∗ 226
51 3773∗ 226
53 160∗ 226
55 3∗ 226
Z(n) and Z∗(n) are the number of cycles from the pure and complementing cycling
registers, respectively.
3. Search results
Table 1 updates the order 7 weight class distribution with new entries for weight
classes 19 and 49 [3]. These table entries were generated by computer using specialized
tests to expedite the identiBcation of degenerate truth tables that did not produce full
period cycles [4]. All weight classes in Table 1 have large symmetry groups [2]. Weight
class 47 with 739 trillion (1012) cases is the smallest unknown instance in Table 1.
Weight class 19 corrects the corresponding result of [1]. Note that 91;125= 36 × 53
= 453. Curiously, this class size has only 2, 3, and 5 as distinct prime factors. This
class results from all possible mergings of the Z(n) cycles.
Weight class 49 was investigated by partitioning the C(62 47) cases into 46,526 seg-
ments of 2 billion cases each. Using several computers, each with a 120MHz Pentium
processor for a CPU, a total of 68,398 CPU hours was required to complete this com-
putational research over a 3 year period. On average, each segment contained 75.35
million de Bruijn sequences and required 1.47 CPU hours to complete. The number
of de Bruijn sequences per segment varied from 16 to 235 million. The relationship
between CPU hours and de Bruijn sequences per segment was
(sequences) = 88 5=9× (hours) − 54 5=6
for this particular computer conBguration. This empirical relationship between number
of de Bruijn sequences and CPU hours can be used to establish the computational eLort
for the unknown weight classes using similar resources and the same methodology.
Weight class 33, the order 7 weight class containing the largest number of de Bruijn
sequences, has C(62; 31) or 465.4 quadrillion (1015) cases. Using the 2n−3 ratio at
this middle weight, the expected average number of de Bruijn sequences per 2 billion
segment would be approximately 125 million. At 2.03 hours per segment on average
for the 232.7 million segments in weight class 33, this translates to 472.4 million
CPU hours on a 120MHz Pentium processor using the same methodology as weight
class 49.
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4. Conclusion
For the distribution of de Bruijn sequences in the remaining order 7 weight classes,
either a specialized processor such as a hypercube or a methodology based on symmetry
groups might provide a more feasible approach.
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